Abstract. The inherent ngnlinear character of adaptive systems poses serious theoretical problems for the analysis of their dynamics. On the other hand, the importance of their dynamic behavior is directly related to the practical interest in predicting such undesirable phenomena as nonlinear oscillations, abrupt transients, intermittence or a high sensitivity with respect to initial conditions. A geometrical/qualitative description of the phase portrait of a discrete-time adaptive system with unmodeled disturbances is given. For this, the motions in the phase space are referred to normally hyperbolic (structurally stable) locally invariant sets. The study is complemented with a local stability analysis of the equilibrium point and periodic solutions. The critical character of adaptive systems under rather usual working conditions is discussed. Special emphasis is put on the causes leading to intermittence. A geometric interpretation of the effects of some commonly used palliatives to this problem is given. The "dead-zone" approach is studied in more detail. The predicted dynamics are compared with simulation results.
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MARTIN D. ESPAIIA AND LAURENT PRALY (1979) , who has established that bounded perturbations and reference signals may produce unbounded outputs unless the parameters remain bounded. More recently, intermittent bursts have been studied extrapolating a local analysis (around critical points such as equilibria and 2-periodic solutions) performed using bifurcation techniques (Golden and Ydstie (1988) ; Rey, Bitmead, and Johnson (1991) ). Analysis based on averaging approximations are performed in Sethares and Mareels 1991 and Espafia 1991 ). The latter shows that intermittency with either a continuous change (in average) or almost fixed parameter values may take place, the latter case being associated with self-oscillating modes. The use of averaging can rigorously be justified by the existence of the attractive locally invariant set. A concept is developed in detail in this paper for a particular example (see also Praly (1990) ). We think, however, that the key issue to understand, and thus to prevent, undesired dynamics, is to address the problem of the global description of the trajectories in the phase space. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a global geometrical description of the phase portrait has been given for an adaptive system. Only local results have been obtained before. They are almost all contained in Ljung and Soderstrom (1983) , , Riedle and Kokotovic (1986) , and Benveniste, Metvier, and Priouret (1987) . Although this analysis is particular to our example, more general conclusions can be obtained, since we use mathematical tools as integral sets (Praly (1985) , 1990); Riedle and Kokotovic (1986) ) or the existence of periodic solutions Ljung 1977 ); Bodson et al. 1986 ); Pomet, Coron, and Praly 1990 )), which have been shown to be applicable in more general situations. The analysis is made in a deterministic context and special emphasis is put on the causes leading to intermittent bursting.
2. Problem formulation. A sufficiently general formulation of a linear discrete-time system in closed loop with an adaptive controller is given by the following equations (see, for instance, Pomet, Coron, and Praly 1990) ):
y(t + 1) A(O)y(t) + B(O)w(t), O(t + 1) O(t) + #C(y(t), O(t), w(t)),
where # is usually used to control the adaptation speed; w(t) represents all the external inputs, including the output reference signal r(t) and any unmodeled disturbances. The first equation is the regressor model and the second is the parameters updating algorithm.
In what follows, a discrete-time first-order plant with an adaptive proportional outputfeedback controller is considered. The objective is to regulate the plant's output to a constant value r. Any possible mismatch between the model, used for the control purposes, and the plant is represented by the unknown and unmeasurable equation error d(t): d(t) y(t) ay(t 1) u(t 1). We refer to "the ideal case" when d(t) 0. Normally, d(t) is the result of unmeasured disturbances or unmodeled dynamics. In our analysis, d(t) is supposed constant. This particular situation arises in practice when, due to a (possible temporary) misalignment in the actuator, a bias exists in the effective control action applied.
A proportional controller has as an effect to shift the pole of this plant, and if the parameter a is known, any possible stable value can be assigned for it. When a is unknown, the following adaptive controller with a normalized gradient type updating parameter equation (Goodwin and Sin (1984) , also called stochastic approximation by Egardt (1979) ), --. The choice of a normalized-type algorithm (plus, perhaps, a uniform bound for the parameters not considered here) is crucial in practice to assure bounded signals, particularly when (bounded) disturbances are present Egardt 1979 (1980) , characterized by a succession of "bursts" on the x-component separated by long quiescent periods. In practice, some palliatives (such as dead zone or leakage (Egardt (1979) ), normalization (Praly (1983) ), internal model principle (Elliott and Goodwin (1984) ), filtering )), etc.) are used to avoid intermittency and other nondesirable behaviors. However, if these remedies are not appropriately chosen, a qualitatively similar behavior may be observed for these more intricate cases (see Praly 1988 ) ). The effect of some ofthese modifications in our example is discussed in 6 and 7. To give a geometrical explanation of stages (a)-(e), the existence of two locally invariant (under the action of Z )) sets is demonstrated using the graph transform technique (Shub (1987) (1985) , (1990) . However, their existence was only established for the "stability" set I1 < and locally with respect to the x-components.
The paper is organized as follows. In 3, the existence and properties of locally invariant sets are established. Critical elements and locally invariant sets are combined in 4 to obtain theoretical results on the system global dynamics. These results are interpreted and compared with simulations in 5. In 6, the effects of introducing a "dead-zone" in the algorithm 3 is discussed. Finally, 7 is dedicated to our concluding remarks. The critical elementsmfixed points and periodic solutions--of (Z) and the corresponding nearby local behavior needed to complement the global analysis are considered in the Appendix.
3. Locally invariant sets. In 2, we observed that for d 0, the set So is invariant under Za=0. Now from the definition of ), when (t) and x(t) are such that + /(t) and + (t) + d2x(t)( + x(t)) are nonzero we have
The presence of d 2 in the second term on the fight-hand side shows that So is close to being a locally invariant set of (2:) with d nonzero. Finally, for d 0, this expression proves that (i) So fq I(ff, x)]l ffl > is exponentially repellent and (ii) So { (, x) l[ ffl < is exponentially attractive. These remarks lead us to look for locally invariant sets close to So, which are repellent in the set {lkl > } and attractive in the set {lffl < 1}. These sets will be used as references for the global description of the solutions of 2 ).
3.1. The repellent locally invariant set (RLIS). Given 
H(H()) + a 6H(6).
(ii) There exists p positive such that (b, x) e {16] >= + e} , (, y) (,x)e {ll >_-1 4-e} ,andb4>Oimply
Proof. Statements (i) and (ii) (15), has a global character in the sense that it is valid for any starting point x R. This is a direct consequence of the use of a normalized updating parameter equation (see (3) and 11 )).
2. According to the sign of its if-component, the x-component of any solution changes side or not with respect to the graph of H (see (14)).
3. Although T has a unique fixed point H in , H need not be the unique function in 3 satisfying (13). This nonuniqueness comes from the arbitrariness of the function bM, which is not determined by (;) (see the discussion about the stopping function in Praly (1990) ). In 4 (see Theorem 3 (b) and related remarks) the conditions under which the whole RLIS or a portion of it is unique are established. 
The attractive locally invariant set (ALIS
We are interested in the operator P because, if it has a fixed point G, then G satisfies the local invariance property: As for H in the "instability" set, the graph (, G(k))/Iql --< 7 } defines a set in the plane (, x) . It is such that, with its initial condition in this set, any solution of (2;) will stay in it unless its -component leaves the set of "strict stability" {[[ _-< 7}.
To exhibit the fixed point G, we consider the set of "saturated" functions:
which is a complete metric space with the distance
Before studying the operator P acting on , we must be sure that /N( (1) 
Proof. The proof takes advantage of the "almost identity" character of the function defined by (20) and (21) (16), (17)). The details may be consulted in Espafia and Praly 1988); a more general result is also established in Praly (1990) .
With this function D, we can rewrite (20) as follows:
The next lemma and the uniform contraction theorem (see Hale (1980) ) allow us to prove that P has a fixed point in oR. (28), (22), (19) we have
On the other hand, adding and subtracting G(G)( fflG(ffo)) we obtain
Hence, using 17 and (24), we have established 
However, since the invariance property of G implies
it follows that from Xol --< and d(1 + + no)n/(1 + d2n) <= I1ol --< we obtain sgn [(x G() 
O(h, G) <-d2no(no + n)(no + 1)/(1 5,(r/, d-)).
Remarks. B (g,, x)/-(1 + e) < p < -(1 r/) and X =< x}, C {(g,, x)/-(1 + e) < q, < -(1 7) and Ix[ < X }, D {(g,, x)/-(1 + ) < g, < -(1 r/) and x -< E {(q,, x)/-(1 -7) =< g' <= (1-7)}, F= {(g,,x)/1 -7 < q,< 1 + e andx <-x}, G {(6, x)/1 7 < 6 < + e and Ixl < H= {(q,, x)/1 -7 < g,< + e andx =<-X}, I {(q, x)/1 + e <-g,I, with e given by (5), r/by 17 ), and x > /( r). The global behavior of the solutions can be understood by looking at their evolution in each of these sets on the locally invariant graphs and outside them. We call A tO I the "strict instability" set, E the "strict stability" set, and B to C tO D tO F to G tO H the "critical stability" set. 
(ii) ifl/a < -1 (ff(t + 1)-llc)l((t)-l/c) > 1. Proof. Theorem 3(b) is a consequence of Property and the definition of Remarks. From Theorems 3 (a) and 3 (b), if / c < 109-1 (respectively, / c > ), the k-component of the solutions on any locally invariant set moves monotonically away from (respectively, toward) the value / a.
1. Ifll/al > and(b,x)RLISwith(-, 1/a) U(1 + e, ), then it can be seen, with (8) , that 4n(ff) /4(ff). Hence, the portion of the RLIS defined in (-, /a) to + e, is unique since the "stopping mechanism" is not active here. Note that the whole RLIS is unique if /a > + e; moreover, in this case, the RLIS and the stable manifold of the fixed point coincide over {lffl > + e } (see Iooss (1979) ). . 
+ dZ[x(t)-G(@(t))] + p(t)(x(t) + G(/(t))) (1 + dG(p(t))2)( + dZx(t) 2)
From (i), either the if-component of the solution leaves the interval [-( rt) , 7] or, after a finite time, x(t) G(p(t)) will be as small as we want. The result follows from a continuity argument and Theorem 3 (c).
Statement (iii) is a direct consequence of Theorem 2 (ii).
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Remark. As in the discussion following Theorem 1, the global character of the attractiveness of this graph is a direct consequence of the use of a normalized algorithm. In general, nonnormalized algorithms, as treated by Praly (1990) , may not lead to this kind of global result.
4.4. Solutions in the "critical stability" set. (ii) Any solution starting in the set F to H (respectively, B tO D) either enters the set G (respectively, C) or goes into the set E in a finite time.
Proof. Statement (i) follows exactly along the same lines as in (38)- (40).
(ii O(d2) . This implies that the 2-periodic orbit is contained in F U G U H for a small enough d2. The result follows since from Theorem 6 the orbit cannot be entirely contained in F U H. :o00. This explains the exponential decrease of the x-component and, were it present, the fast decay of its high frequency content (see solutions (a) in Figs. 2, 4 , and 5 ). Consequently, at least for small values of the disturbance, this stage occurs for any value of the reference and takes place in the set E.
5.2. The laminar phase (or the drift / ejection stage). Following Theorem 5 (ii), when ]l/a] > l, all the solutions leave the set E in a finite time. However, if before leaving the set E, they become close to the ALIS (in Figs. 1-5 one can see how the solutions practically converge to the graph (hg) approximating the ALIS), they finally leave that set "drifting" over the ALIS while its if-component grows with a speed of the order of d enon, or go to the set F t.3 H. In the latter case, Theorem 6 shows that the solution may either be reinjected into the set E, restarting the implosive stage, or returned to the set G. Intermittency may also take place in this case.
Possible 2-periodic orbits or limit cycles as o-limits. According to Theorems
A (in the Appendix) and 7, for a reference-to-disturbance ratio strictly smaller than and for a disturbance sufficiently small, a 2-periodic orbit exists with at least one point in G and the other in F U G U H. Each point of this orbit is an attractive focus of 2; 2 if reference and disturbance have the same signs and a repellent focus in the case of opposite signs. In the former case, intermittency may disappear asymptotically while the solutions converge toward a 2-periodic orbit (see Fig. and solution (a) in Fig. 4 ). When the reference and the disturbance have different signs, it is hypothesized that the solutions either exhibit a permanent intermittency (see Fig. 5 ) or, due to the occurrence of a supercritical Hopf bifurcation of the 2-periodic orbit, have an o-limit comprised of two limit cycles of 2; 2 each surrounding a fixed point of 2; 2.
5.4. High sensitivity with respect to the initial conditions. From simulations and the approximations given in Theorems (iii) and 2 (iii), it seems that the ALIS and the RLIS are smoothly connected through the set G (see Figs. 4 and 5) . From Remark following Theorem 3 (b), if the fixed point lies in the RLIS, the portion of this set defined for > + e is unique. Its intersection with the boundary + e being transverse, we expect that it is uniquely extended by an ALIS inside the strict stability region. Using this conjecture as a working hypothesis, the more a solution approaches the ALIS while it is in E, the more its evolution will be similar to the solutions in the RLIS when entering the set I. However, according to Theorem 3 (b) and the remarks that follow, for a referenceto-disturbance ratio strictly smaller than in absolute value and negative, the solutions in the RLIS starting in E (1 + , are unbounded (the same as those starting in , / a)). On the other hand, the bigger its -component is, the more the x-component of a solution in the set I, but not in the RLIS, is "pushed-away" (exponentially) from this invariant set. This reasoning shows the possibility of a very high sensitivity to initial conditions of solutions starting near the ALIS or, with Theorem 2, close to the graph of the function hg given in (4).
5.5. The desired behavior. Theorem A (see the Appendix) shows that, for a sufficiently small disturbance and a reference-to-disturbance ratio strictly larger than 1, the fixed point is exponentially stable and there is no other periodic solution. On the other hand, and under the same conditions, with Theorem 8, each solution remains in a compact set. This suggests that the fixed point is a global attractor. In this case, intermittency should not take place and the desired working conditions should be attained (see Figs.  2 and 3 ). Qualitatively speaking, this case most resembles the ideal case.
Summarizing, according to the reference-to-disturbance ratio a, three qualitatively different behaviors of the solutions of (2;) can be predicted: 1. a > (high level excitation): bounded solutions, no intermittency, no periodic solution, a global attractive fixed point is conjectured, behavior similar to the ideal case.
2. 0 < a < (low level excitation): bounded solutions, stable periodic solutions exist and are conjectured to be global attractors, the fixed point is a saddle, intermittency may occur but is conjectured to gradually disappear while converging asymptotically to a 2-periodic solution.
3. -1 < a =< 0 (low level excitation): unbounded solutions exist, unstable 2-periodic solutions exist, intermittency and / or possible nonlinear oscillations are present, the fixed point is an unstable node.
Since a is a relative quantity, drastic qualitative changes of the system's behavior may be expected when both r and d are close to zero, which is the natural working condition for an adaptive linear regulator. 6. A means to prevent intermittency: The dead zone. We study here the effects of an empirical modification to the second equation of (2) (and (2)). For some 6 > 0, we call the set D x/Ix a < 6} the &dead zone and substitute u in (2;) by:
It is expected that this modification will interrupt the drift stage of the solutions near the ALIS when / a > 1. To examine the validity ofthis, let us first introduce the following definition:
v(r/, d2):
where r/and , are given respectively by (17) (the band around h of radius v(r/, d2)) whose intersection with the dead zone is empty for [ < r/. In this set, then, 1, the -component is strictly increasing (Theorem 4(c) and (37)), and the solutions necessarily leave the domain I1 < r/} in a finite time.
(ii) From the definition of () when # we have the following implications:
[p(t)] <land p(t + 1)> 1} > {1 > p(t)> 1-d2x(1 x)}, {l(t)] < and (t + 1) < -1} > {-1 < (t) < -1 d2x(1 + x)}. Remarks. The dead-zone modification may fail to work if an upper limit of the disturbance is not known. When it works, i.e., when 6 is bigger than, say, some 6" > (1 a + r/a)/(2 r/) + v(r/, d2), the original ALIS is transformed into a new one (possibly not given by the graph of a continuous function any more) containing a portion of the graph of h. Since h is a monotonically decreasing function in the part of the graph of h coinciding with the new ALIS is confined to the fight of the interval ]p] < r/. However, the movement of the solutions over the ALIS is also in the sense of growing p's. Consequently, in this case the modified scheme will very likely stop the solutions' drift near the ALIS before they enter into the "instability domain." 7. Concluding remarks. The ALIS and the RLIS play a key role in the qualitative and geometrical description of the phase portrait of our example. It can be shown that these two sets exist in more general systems since their definitions rest on some general properties of the adaptive systems (see, for instance, Praly (1990) ). We can thus state that the intermittent behavior is the result ofthe absence of a global attractor in the ALIS combined with a property ofthe algorithm of maintaining all the signals bounded despite a model mismatch (L -robustness). In fact, since the ALIS is normally defined in a bounded open set of the parameter space (in general, the set of parameters mapped into the open unitary circle by the eigenvalues of the regressor model), the lack of a global attractor in it implies that some trajectories approaching the ALIS will eventually leave the strict stability set of parameters. This may be a very slow "quasi-stable" process. On the other hand, the L -robustness is responsible for the "reinjection mechanism" into the domain of attraction of the ALIS, provoking the abandon of the turbulent phase and the restart of the cycle. Since this reinjection is guaranteed by the (desirable) robustness, we can thus say that intermittency is essentially conditioned by the dynamics in the ALIS and thus, that any palliative to this phenomenon passes by an "adequate" modification of the dynamics in this set. However, the dynamics in the ALIS (and the ALIS itself) depend on the exogenous signals. Consequently, for any "good" modification of the ALIS dynamics it may be possible to find a "counter-example" given by a particular combination of model mismatch and reference signals. Moreover, the modifications introduced (to the algorithm and to the ALIS) may even exacerbate the situation. For instance, Rey, Bitmead, and Johnson (1989) , reported that a previous ("unhelped") nonintermittent system may become intermittent after the addition of leakage. This possibility seems less likely when a dead zone is used since its working principle consists in transforming part ofthe ALIS into the corresponding set ofattractive bounded solutions of the "frozen system." When the parameters are frozen, the drift phase is necessarily eliminated at least while the dead zone is active.
Clearly, more research must be done to find algorithms assuring a robust global attractor in the ALIS for (at least a specified family ofdisturbances or model mismatches with a practical meaning. A possible general approach could be to stop the adaptation when some "ad-hoc" mechanism detects the drift phase. This decision can be taken, for instance, when the calculated increment in the parameters (possibly averaged) is smaller than a prespecified threshold. Note that here is not the error that counts, as in the dead zone, but its correlation with the regressor vector. This correlation should be viewed as an approximation of the gradient of the mean value of the error with respect to the parameters. When the reference signal is sufficiently persistently exciting or, more precisely, using a concept coined by Ioannou and Kokotovik (1983), persistently dominantly exciting, the ALIS has a natural global attractor in it; it corresponds to the desired working conditions. This attractor is hyperbolic (see ) and thus, structurally robust. However, for large disturbances (or model-mismatch), this attractor may cease to be globally attractive, disappear, or be pushed out of the ALIS in the RLIS region; this last circumstance motivates a bifurcation analysis. Any of these conditions can be at the origin of an intermittent behavior with persistent excitation, but in particular, when the attractor leaves the ALIS, the desired working conditions can never be attained even if by some means intermittency could ever be avoided. (1990), 1991 )). When the ALIS has no attractor in it and there are no self-oscillations or there are but they are not attractive (see /a < -1 in our example), a nonperiodic permanent intermittent regime is likely to take place. This is favored by the fact that, while reentering in the "stability-domain," the trajectories are attracted toward a region (near the ALIS) where the solutions are highly sensitive with respect to the initial conditions. As pointed out by Bergr, Pomeau, and Vidal (1984) , this, together with the absence of a periodic or quasi periodic attractive solution, seems to be at the origin of strange attractors. Summarizing, we may conjecture that the antidotes for intermittency, like leakage or internal model principle, whose active principle is not based in stopping the solutions in its drift phase near the ALIS (they just modify the dynamics in it), could provoke the undesired effect if combined with a particular excitation and/or model mismatch. The schemes based on freezing the parameters upon detecting the drift phase (the dead-zone approach included) may also need a priori information of the disturbances to succeed, but, even if they can possibly fail to do the job, they are less likely to provoke the undesired effect. They are based on a characteristic of the phenomenon that is independent of the excitation conditions. Nevertheless, none of them solve the problem ofthe attractive selfoscillations. Strongly dominantly exciting references signals produce robust desired working conditions. Otherwise, if no precautions are taken, the system may easily switch among very different qualitative behaviors.
Appendix. Local behavior near the equilibrium point and period-2 solutions. The analysis of the local behavior of () near its equilibrium (, x) / a, a) is based in the Jacobian matrix of (E) at this point: J -d2/( -+-d2ot 2) 1/(1 + d20 2)
The product of its eigenvalues is P / a and their sum is given by In terms of S and P, exponential stability of the equilibrium point is given by (B) S + P > 0 (C) +S+P>0, / a 1, p), the "desired working conditions" do not correspond to a stable equilibrium point. The points of intersection of curves (A) and (E) correspond to the transition from real to complex eigenvalues and vice versa. They all occur for a negative, and we may have a stable a < or an unstable (a > equilibrium point and a node or a focus depending on d-.
Independently of the value of d2, for a near -1, the equilibrium point passes from being an attractive focus (a < -1 to a repellent one (a > -1 verifying the conditions for a postcritical Hopf bifurcation (see Iooss (1979) ). For the particular value a -1 the whole k-axis is a set of fixed points implying a global bifurcation.
For a positive, we have either a stable node /a < p) or a saddle /a > p). When /a crosses the value p, an eigenvalue passes through -1, and a stable period-2 solution bifurcates from the stable fixed point while the latter becomes unstable (see Arnold 1983 or Iooss 1979 )). 2 )
The first one is the equilibrium point; the two others exist if and only if the disturbanceto-reference ratio /c is larger (in modulus) than 1. We make the following observation. LEMMA (Existence of periodic solutions; Pomet, Coron, and Praly (1990) 
